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Abstract

Ž .We have conducted a first principles calculation of sodalite Na Cl Al Si O to explore the structural properties of8 2 6 6 24

aluminosilicate frameworks. By isolating Al-poor and rich frameworks, with and without extra-framework ions, we show
that framework interaction with extra-framework ions is not the origin of the so-called framework collapse – as previously
believed. Instead, this collapse is a direct consequence of framework stresses resulting from aluminum substitution. We find
that extra-framework ions play only a weak role in determining the structural configuration of sodalite – a new result that
should apply to open zeolite structures in general. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.

Sodalite is an important compound in that it is
both simple in feature and prototypical of zeolites in
general. The crystal structure of the naturally occur-

wŽ . Ž . xring form – natural sodalite NaCl NaAlSi O2 6 24
w x– was first described by Pauling 1 in 1930 and

since then it has been the model mineral in charac-
terizing Al and Si framework structures and their

Ž .properties. Its unit cell or b-cage is a natural
building block for more complicated zeolite struc-
tures making it an ideal starting case for first-princi-
ple studies of zeolites. Such calculations are becom-
ing popular due to recent advances in computational

w xplatforms and in electronic structure algorithms 2 .
The b-cage, shown in Fig. 1D, consists of a

three-dimensional network of corner-sharing SiO4

and AlO tetrahedra. Pauling pointed out that in4

natural sodalite the cage is not fully extended, but
rather the tetrahedra are rotated along two-fold axes

w x Ž– this is the so-called framework collapse 1 refer-

.ring to the accompanied reduction in cell size .
Pauling then conjectured that the tetrahedra were
rigid but free to rotate and that the complete collapse
of the cell is prevented only by the presence of
extra-framework ions within the cage. Later refine-
ments to this rationalization went on to attribute the
extent of the collapse to the need to establish reason-
able bond lengths between Naq, Cly, and framework

w xoxygens 3–6 .
In order to assess the role played by the ions in

the structural collapse – and, more generally, the
importance of ion-framework interactions in deter-
mining zeolite structures – we have conducted a first
principles investigation using a series of structures
related to natural sodalite.
1. The first structure is the unsubstituted silica so-

Ž . w xdalite Si O hereafter referred to as soda-1 .12 24

Soda-1 is not a naturally occurring compound but
w xit can be synthesized using organic templates 7
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where it has been shown to have a fully expanded
Ž .framework Fig. 1A .

2. The second structure is obtained by replacing
every other Si with Al, producing a fully-sub-

Ž . wstituted, neutral structure Al Si O hereafter6 6 24
xreferred to as soda-2 without extra-framework

Ž .ions Fig. 1B . As shown by Filippone and others
w x6 , this hypothetical structure has unfilled va-
lence bands and is therefore a metal.

3. The third structure is a form of anhydrous sodalite
w xhereafter referred to as soda-3 . It consists of the
soda-2 structure plus six ‘‘compensating’’ Na

Ž .atoms Fig. 1C . The six extra electrons fill the
holes in the valence band generated by Al substi-
tution in soda-1, making it a wide-gap insulator.

w xSoda-3 has been synthesized 8 with a statistical
distribution of three possible unit cell configura-
tions representing the distinct ways that six Na
atoms can be arranged in eight sites. We chose

Ž .one specific configuration Fig. 2 for our study.
w4. The fourth structure is natural sodalite hereafter

Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. Unit cells of sodalite structures: A silica sodalite soda-1 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B metallic sodalite soda-2 , C anhydrous soladite soda-3 ,
Ž . Ž .D natural soladite soda-4 . The fully extended cage in soda-1 is

Žcubic with space group Im3m while the collapsed cages rotated
.tetrahedra in soda-2, 3 and 4 have space group P43n. Dark and

light tetrahedra represent AlO and SiO coordination polyhedra.4 4
Ž . Ž .Na dark spheres and Cl light spheres are located in special

Ž . Ž .positions 8e and 2a , respectively.

Fig. 2. Configuration of the six Na atoms used in soda-3. The
vertices of the larger cube represent positions centered on the
6-fold rings of the b-cage, external to the cage. The smaller cube
represents similar positions internal to the cage. In natural sodalite
Ž .soda-4 , the Na atoms occupy these positions in tetrahedral
configurations with four atoms inside and four outside a given
b-cage. In soda-3, we removed one Na each from the inside and
outside tetrahedra. Thus the black spheres represent occupied
positions while the two white spheres represent vacant positions
removed from soda-4.

xreferred to as soda-4 , consisting of the soda-3
Ž .plus two NaCl units Fig. 1D .

By comparing the structural properties of these four
phases, we will show that tetrahedral rotation, and
therefore framework configuration, results primarily
from Al-substitution; it depends only weakly on the
presence of extra-framework ions.

w xOur technique combines the density functional 9
approach with a variable cell molecular dynamics
w x10 , which provides an efficient means of obtaining
reliable ground state configurations of electrons and

1 Ž .ions . We use the local density approximation LDA
w x11,12 to calculate self-consistent energy, forces,
and stress with a damped variable-cell molecular
mechanics scheme that allows us simultaneous relax-
ation of both lattice parameter and atomic positions.
The ability of this method to provide accurate predic-
tions has been demonstrated in numerous calcula-

w xtions, especially for silicates 14–16 and alumina
w x17 .

1 A planewave cut-off energy of E s64 Ry was used and thepw

self-consistent calculation was achieved with one k-point gener-
ated in the irreducible Brillouin zone by a 2=2=2 Monkhorst–

w xPack grid. The Perdew–Zunger 11 parameterization of the
w xCeperley–Alder 12 exchange-correlation potential was used and

w xnorm-conserving pseudopotentials 13 were generated to repre-
sent the core states. Cut-off radii of r s r s1.45 au and r s rs p s p

s r s2.00 au were used for oxygen and aluminum, respectivelyd

and were thoroughly tested in a previous study of Al O . Cut-off2 3

radii of r s r s r s2.00 au, r s r s r s2.72 au, and r ss p d s p d s

1.27 au, r s r s1.37 au were used for Si, Na, and Cl, respec-p d

tively.
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Table 1
˚Structural parameters for all four sodalite phases. Bond lengths are reported in A and bond angles in degrees. Experimental values are

w x w xreported in parentheses for soda-1 and soda-4 as given by 7 and 4 , respectively

Silica sodalite Metallic sodalite Anhydrous sodalite Natural sodalite
soda-1 soda-2 soda-3 soda-4

Ž . Ž .a 8.91 8.827 8.86 8.83 8.79 8.88
Ž . Ž .Si–O 1.60 1.593 1.60 1.62 1.62 1.62

Ž .Al–O 1.75 1.73 1.72 1.74

Ž .Si–O–T 160.58 139.28 138.48 137.28 138.2

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .O–Si–O 109.5 x6 109.5 110.8 x4 110.8 x4 113.8 x2 113.0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .106.8 x2 109.4 x2 107.4 x4 107.7
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .O–Al–O 111.8 x4 112.0 x4 112.1 x2 111.0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .104.9 x2 105.4 x2 108.2 x4 108.7

Converged structural and internal coordinates are
listed in Table 1, along with experimental data from

w xRichardson 7 for soda-1 and from Hassen and
w xGrundy 4 for soda-4. Comparing the lattice parame-

ters of soda-1 and soda-2, LDA predicts a smaller
unit cell for the Al substituted cage. This reduction
in volume occurs despite a substantial increase in the

˚Žmetal-oxygen bond length 1.75 A for Al versus 1.60
˚ .A for Si . Furthermore, the bridging Si–O–Al bond
angle decreases from 160.58 in soda-1 to 139.28 in
soda-2. In soda-1, where the tetrahedra are all of

Ž .equal size, the network is fully expanded Fig. 1A .
The substitution of every other Si with Al results in
an increase in the size of every other tetrahedron in
the cage. The larger tetrahedra therefore induce a
stress in the framework which compensates by a

Ž .rotation of each tetrahedron Fig. 1B . The result is a
reduction in cell size 2.

2 The soda-1 structure we reported is the most stable one found.
However, it is important to note that we have found several
Ž .metastable local energy minima by varying the initial configura-
tions used in the molecular dynamics. For example, starting with a
siliceous sodalite cage with Si–O–Si bond angles set to 1408 and

˚Si–O bond lengths set to 1.60 A resulted in a relaxed structure
that was slightly collapsed, with Si–O–Si bond angles of 1478,

˚ ˚bond lengths of 1.60 A, and a lattice parameter of 8.707 A.
ŽHowever, this structure had a higher internal energy 0.176

. Ž .Ryrcage than the fully extended cage we reported above soda-1 .
We tested the stability of soda-1 by perturbing the atomic coordi-
nates and lattice parameter from their relaxed values and allowing
them to re-relax. We found that the soda-1 structure is stable since
the lattice always relaxed to its original state.

Comparison between the purely siliceous cage of
soda-1 and the hypothetical structure of soda-2, with-
out extra-framework ions, is crucial in distinguishing
the cause of tetrahedral rotations. We clearly see that
tetrahedral rotation is not due to framework interac-
tion with the ions; rather it is a direct result of the
Al-substitution alone. Furthermore, as pointed out by

w xFillipone 6 and others, soda-2 shows that extra-
framework ions are not crucial in preventing the

Žcomplete collapse of the structure as first proposed
.by Pauling.

Further comparisons with soda-3 and soda-4 show
small, successive reductions in lattice parameter as
well as in the bridging bond angles. This is evidence
of a further unit cell reduction due to the presence of
extra-framework ions. The addition of Na to the cage
Ž .soda-3 induces a slight collapse due to interactions
with framework oxygen in the six-fold rings. Further
reduction occurs when Cly is present, mainly due to
the ‘‘hard’’ coulombic interactions with Naq. These
effects, however, are small compared to the initial
collapse due to Al-substitution.

Comparing the Al–O and Si–O bond lengths in
Ž .the four frameworks soda-1, 2, 3 and 4 we see little

variation among each metal type. The SiO and AlO4 4

tetrahedra act as rigid units that respond to frame-
work stress by rotation of the Si–O–Al bond angle
rather than by adjusting the metal-oxygen bond
lengths. In fact, the rigidity of the SiO and AlO4 4

tetrahedra is confirmed by comparing the O–Si–O
and O–Al–O bond angles in each of the structures.
This predicted rigidity is in good qualitative agree-
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ment with first-principles studies of clusters by Gibbs
w xand others 18 . They predicted a relatively shallow

Žbarrier for Si–O–T bond angle reduction thus high
.flexibility compared to metal-oxygen bond length

extensions. Gibbs also showed the Si–O–Al bond
angle to be smaller than the Si–O–Si in cluster

w xcalculations 19 – in agreement with this work.
However, those calculations were conducted on
charged species containing one additional electron. It
remained to be seen to what extent, in a constrained
solid state environment, the Si–O–Al bond angle
changes in the presence and absence of charge trans-
fer.

ŽOur analysis soda-1 ™ soda-2 ™ soda-3 ™
.soda-4 defines a sequence of hypothetical reactions

leading from silica sodalite to natural sodalite. It is
interesting to examine the energetics of such a path-
way to compare relative stabilities of each structure.
Consider the following substitution steps where Al,
Si, Na, and Cl refer to atomic species:

w x w xsoda-1 q6Al™ soda-2 q6Si

DE s2.11 Ryrcell ,Ž .1

w x w xsoda-2 q6Na™ soda-3

DE sy2.83 Ryrcell ,Ž .2

w x w xsoda-3 q2Naq2Cl™ soda-4

DE sy1.19 Ryrcell .Ž .3

w Ž .xWe see that the Al-substitution step reaction 1 ,
without extra-framework ions, is energetically unfa-

Ž .vorable DE . However, the addition of sodium1
w Ž .x Ž .reaction 2 stabilizes the substituted cage DE .2

As a result, Al-substitution, in the presence of Na, is
Ženergetically favorable D E q D E s y0.721 2

. ŽRyrcage . We further see that natural sodalite soda-
.4 is more stable than soda-3 by 1.19 Ryrcage
Ž .yE and the heat of reaction for the net substitu-3

tion from soda-1 to soda-4 is DE qDE qDE s1 2 3

y1.91 Ryrcage. LDA generally overestimates cohe-
Žsive energies of individual components sometimes

.10–20% or more . Nevertheless, our results show
trends in relative stability that are consistent with
observations – in particular, the absence of soda-1
and soda-2 as naturally forming compounds.

Our calculations with sodalite de-emphasize the
role extra-framework ions have in dictating alumi-
nosilicate configurations. They may also provide in-

sight into similar considerations of more complicated
zeolites. Tetrahedra rotation is in fact a general
phenomenon that occurs when tetrahedral structures
are subjected to some form of stress. In the case of
Al-substitution, the stress is due to the increased Al

Ž .cation size larger tetrahedra relative to Si. A related
and well known phenomenon occurs, for example,
when quartz is subjected to a uniaxial compression.
The framework compensates by rotation of tetrahe-

w xdra giving rise to a negative Poisson-ratio 20–22 .
The net effect of Al-substitution for different

zeolite structures will no doubt depend on the spe-
cific geometry of the framework and cell size reduc-
tion will not necessarily occur. The precise manner
in which a given framework compensates for the
larger Al-tetrahedra should depend on the frame-
work’s skeletal structural. For example, zeolites X
and Y exhibit increases in cell size as Al is substi-

w xtuted 23 . Nevertheless, it appears that the extra-
framework ions, when located in non-confining re-
gions, are less important than geometrical considera-
tions in determining framework configuration. This
point should be born in mind when rationalizing
zeolite structures in general.
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